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OPERATION
ALIGNMENT

A CASE STUDY BY AJAX UNION

Buxton came to Ajax Union with a need to
align their sales reporting strategy and
define their targeting. 



THE CHALLENGE

Consistent brand messaging
Clear targeting
Sales strategy 
Reporting Strategy 

Buxton wanted to grow— but first,
needed a cohesive marketing strategy.

Buxton lacked:

T H E  R I G H T  S T R A T E G Y
C A N  S A V E  Y O U  A
D E C A D E .

SUMMARY
Buxton came to Ajax Union with a
need to align their sales reporting
strategy and define their targeting.
Before partnering with Ajax Union,
their sales and marketing
departments were disconnected and
as a result, their messaging,
targeting, and overall strategy were
misaligned. 

By partnering with Ajax Union, they
were able to gain clarity on their
target markets & their brand
messaging and enable their sales and
marketing reporting with key
technological installments.
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ABOUT THE
CLIENT
Buxton is a data intelligence
company that offers an SaaS
platform and strategic consulting
services for growth. 

They help their clients turn data into
smart decisions about real estate,
site selection, market planning,
economic development, marketing,
and more using their consumer
intelligence platform and strategy
consultation services. 



IN ONE MONTH, AJAX UNION:

THE SOLUTION
After investigating both internal and external
components of their marketing strategy, Ajax Union was
able to identify roadblocks and create solutions using an
investigative and critical approach. 

Compiled a workshop findings report to identify their offering, audience, and unique
value proposition
Analyzed and reported on their key competitors PPC, social media, and messaging
Solidified their brand messaging for each step of the funnel
Identified their target markets
Audited their pay-per-click strategy
Assembled a Google Analytics dashboard to track and streamline the reporting process
for Buxton. 

Ran an in-depth workshop with Buxton with a full workshop findings
report 
Created a roadmap of their company values, goals, buyer personas, a
SWOT analysis, and new brand messaging
Conducted a competitor analysis report to help Buxton learn the ins and
outs of how Buxton’s competition are approaching their pay-per-click
strategy, social presence, and brand messaging. 
Conducted a PPC audit to help Buxton discover specific areas that need
improvement in current campaigns.
Created a new strategy to include more aggressive competitive bidding
Created an analytics dashboard to track website performance,
SalesForce, and ad performance on Google, LinkedIn, Facebook, and
Instagram to automate and track their sales reporting.

THE RESULTS

Sales enablement for Buxton
LinkedIn campaigns targeting potential clients
An account-based marketing approach
Competitor focused marketing initiatives 
A new PPC strategy 

In the first month of launching a marketing strategy, Ajax Union
provided:

Thanks to our partnership, Buxton gained clarity on their
messaging, identified weaknesses in their strategy, located
opportunities in their market, and developed a vital infrastructure
for determining ROI.
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SCHEDULE A SESSION

NEED TO IMPROVE 
YOUR MARKETING?

Book a strategy session with a team member to
talk about how we can help you generate leads

and revenue with your marketing. 

https://go.ajaxunion.com/strategysession
http://ajaxunion.com/strategysession

